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Best PS4 Video Games Collectio 

5 carefully seletected videos games for Sony PS4, 
covering 5 different genres. The best and must have 

PS4 games list. 

Best PS4 Video Games 
What’s the most anticipate video game console in 2013? It's definitely gonna be 

the Sony Play Station 4 (PS4). With the eight x86-64 cores and a state of the art 

1.84 TFLOPS graphics processor with 8 GB of ultra-fast GDDR5 unified system 

memory, people can get totally amazing gaming experience when enjoying a video 

game on PS4. Sony puts gamers first, a the moment they have over 180 games in 

development. 

But PS4 video games are not cheap, so we need make every game counts. So here 

I collected the best (or must-have) video games lists for Sony PS4. You are 

guaranteed to have the best entertainments on your PS4! 
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Need for Speed - Rivals 

 

The dream game for race game fans. The developer team keeps engaging the fun 

of racing with action. People can unceasingly enjoy the intensity of the street's 

ultimate rivalry between cops and racers in an open-road environment. And the 

Skyrim of racers even offers more fun to gamers. 

Like most of this kind of games, they are inevitably being a bit repetitive at times, 

but in total, it is incentive enough to keep you coming back for more. 

Access to official site: http://www.needforspeed.com/rivals 
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Diablo 3 

 

In my personal point of view, the Diablo 3 might be the Activision Blizzard's latest 

hit game as the legendary game company is seeking an acquisition chance. And in 

fact I am not optimistic about the transplant to PS4. The PC version of Diablo 3 is 

not proved to be a classical like Diablo 2, and even until now the Blizzard is 

keeping modifying the game in a large scale. 

And another problem is, after its last failed PC-to-Console attempt (Starcraft 64), 

will the Diablo 3 be able to turn things around? 

Access to official site: http://us.blizzard.com/en-us/games/d3/ 
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Assassin's Creed IV: Black Flag 

 

Assassin's Creed IV: Black Flag is a free-roaming action adventure game for both 

current gen and next gen consoles. Players will take the role of young captain 

Edward Kenway whose exploits earn the respect of pirate legends like Blackbeard, 

but draw him into an ancient war that may destroy everything the pirates have 

built. 

This game seems born to be played on PS4, the 1080P graphic resolution displays 

every details amazingly with the superb hardware of PS4. The journey of captain 

Edward Kenway will bring you the experience of watching a Hollywood 

blockbuster. 

Access to official site: http://assassinscreed.ubi.com/en-GB/home/index.aspx 
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Call of Duty: Ghosts 

 

The miracle of USA video games. Maybe you won't believe, the value of a video 

game's industry chain could worth over a BILLION US dollar. It is the Call of Duty 

that made it. From the Middle East's desert to the slum in Hong Kong, millions of 

gamers are crazy for the CoD! 

The new chapter Ghosts delivers an all-new story, all-new multiplayer action, and 

is powered by the next-generation Call of Duty engine. You will have an immersed 

entertainment in this game on PS4. 

Access to official site: http://www.callofduty.com/ghosts 
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NBA 2K14 

 

NBA 2K14 is a basketball gaming experience from 2K Sports that features a 

soundtrack hand-picked by Lebron James, refined controls featuring the new Pro 

Stick, the return of Crews, new Signature Skills, enhanced defense including 

blocked dunks, and more. 

The new generation of the most popular basketball game, and just blows the NBA 

Live away again. This time people can enjoy My Career mode which will keep 

people more engaged with this game. (While the football game series PES and FIFA 

both have supported Career Mode for generations)\ 

Access to official site: http://2ksports.com/games/nba2k14 
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